
 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. waste  B. camera  C. nature  D. paper 

2. A. finished  B. stopped  C. agreed  D. laughed 

Choose the word with a stress pattern different from the others. 

3. A. library  B. dialog  C. interest  D. afternoon 

4. A. quicker  B. alone  C. alive  D. surprised 

5. A. oxygen  B. volunteer  C. gravity  D. hospital 

Choose the correct options. 

6. The new device comes with a bigger display. Its _________ is 11.9 inches. 

A. storage space B. powerful chip C. screen size  D. home button 

7. What will we do when Earth ________ overcrowded? 

A. is   B. are   C. were  D. will be 

8. Olivia: What did it look like? – Mia: ____________ 

A. It liked us.  B. It was okay. C. It was huge. D. It was yesterday. 

9. Frogfoot navigates _________ than Tsunami. 

A. more good  B. weller  C. better  D. more well 

10. I was walking home from school when I saw a ________ thing in the sky. It was round and thin. 

A. disk-shaped  B. disk-shape  C. disked -shape D. disk-shaping 

11. The government doesn’t know what flew over the city. They’re calling it a(n) _________. 

A. helicopter  B. UFO  C. hot-air balloon  D. airplane 

12. I was lying in bed when I heard a _________ sound. I didn’t know what it was, but it sounded like an 

animal. 

A. familiar  B. favorite  C. strange  D. friendly 

13. How ________does the battery last? – It lasts for 10 hours.  

A. far   B. old   C. long   D. much 

14. Kim: What was he doing when he saw the alien? – Alexis: ____________ 

A. The alien was walking.   B. He was in his room. 

C. The alien was scary.   D. He was cooking dinner. 

15. While he _______ for his shoes, a strange man ________ on the door. 

A. looked – knocked    B. was looking – knocked  

C. looked – was knocking   D. was looking – was knocking 

Choose ONE mistake in each sentence. 
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16. What was Andy doing? – He practiced soccer for his school tournament. 

A. was   B. doing  C. practiced  D. his 

17. Does this laptop has the same storage space as that one? 

A. Does  B. has   C. same  D. as 

Write the correct forms of the words in brackets. 

18. Face ________ technology is becoming more and more popular. (RECOGNIZE) 

19. Many factories started to use robots to improve the _______ of the workers. (SAFE) 

20. He was fishing in the lake when he saw a _________ object over the mountains. (CIRCLE) 

Read the text about life in space. Match the paragraphs to the information. 

A. The first astronauts to come into space only went up for short trips to see what it was like. Astronauts may 

now spend weeks or even months living and working in space. They live in a large spacecraft that they often 

call a space station, which circles or travels around Earth. The astronauts on board spend their days doing 

scientific studies such as examining the effects of space on the human body and the growth of plants. They 

also keep the space station running in the right way. 

B. Living in space for a long time will affect an astronaut's body. Many astronauts get space sicknesses, such 

as a cold head, stuffy nose or puffy face, shortly after entering space. That is because there is not enough 

gravity in space. Astronauts will have to exercise to stop their muscles from becoming weak. They also need 

to monitor their bodies to ensure good health and research the effects of space travel on the human body. 

Besides doing their jobs, astronauts do the same activities back on Earth. For example, they will eat their 

meals, sleep, relax and enjoy themselves. 

C. Eating food in space is a real challenge. In space, everything will become weightless and start to float away. 

For instance, food will not stay on a plate, and drinks will drift away from a glass. For that reason, people will 

have to put them in some special packages, so the astronauts will be able to eat the food directly from the 

packages. For each space travel, astronauts will bring freeze-dried food. The food will become soft and sticky 

after the astronauts add water and heat them. They have fresh food delivery from Earth, too. 

21. Having difficulty in eating -> ___________ 

22. Doing exercise to keep the body strong -> ___________ 

23. The same daily activities even in space -> ___________ 

24. Keeping the machine working perfectly -> ___________ 

25. Doing some research on the impact of space on humans and plants -> ___________ 

Complete the email from Alex to Ann using the phrases in the box. 

A. looks beautiful with the silver color 

B. I decided to buy Eagle 50 

C. it is not really expensive 

D. has a big screen of 14 inches 



 

 

E. the battery life is not really long 

Hi Ann, 

How are you doing? I need a new laptop for my school projects next semester. Guess what! My dad told me 

he would buy me a new one as a Christmas gift. I was so excited. At first, I didn't know which I should choose. 

After talking with my brother, (26) ___________. 

I want a laptop for my studying at school and at home. The laptop should have a big screen. It should have 

light weight also. Eagle 50 (27) ___________. It is big enough for me. It weighs only 1.9 kg, so I can easily 

put it in my backpack and bring it to school. It also (28) ___________. This model doesn't have a lot of storage, 

only 128 GB of storage, and (29) ___________. However, (30) ___________. It's 890 dollars. I'm sure my 

dad will buy it for me. 

I can't wait to see you next Monday after Christmas. 

See you soon, 

Alex 

Make sentences using the prompts. 

31. How / this laptop / different / the old version? 

=> ________________________________________ 

32. Redbot / clean / fast / Blackbot. 

=> ________________________________________ 

33. why / people / have / move / other / planets? 

=> ________________________________________ 

Put the words in the correct order to make complete sentences. 

34. robot/ The/ contest/ place/ takes/ year./ every 

=> ________________________________________ 

35. The/ platop/ a/ battery/ life./ long/ has 

=> ________________________________________ 

Listen to the rest of the news. Write T (true) or F (false). 

36. M22 has a battery life of four hours. 

37. K18's battery can last almost one day. 

38. Both of the phones give many options of storage. 

39. K18 has the same choice of storage as M22. 

40. Users can choose to buy suitable phones for different purposes. 

 

-------------------------THE END------------------------- 

 

 


